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Respiration during sleep in normal man
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ABSTRACT Respiratory volumes and timing have been measured in 19 healthy adults during wakefulness
and sleep. Minute ventilation was significantly less (p < 0 05) in all stages of sleep than when the subject
was awake (7*66 ± 0 34(SEM) 1/min), the level in rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep (6-46 ± 0-29 1/min)
being significantly lower than in non-REM sleep (7 18 ± 0O39 1/min). The breathing pattern during all
stages of sleep was significantly more rapid and shallow than during wakefulness, tidal volume in REM
sleep being reduced to 73% of the level during wakefulness. Mean inspiratory flow rate (VT/Ti), an index of
inspiratory drive, was significantly lower in REM sleep than during wakefulness or non-REM sleep. Thus
ventilation falls during sleep, the greatest reduction occurring during REM sleep, when there is a parallel
reduction in inspiratory drive. Similar changes in ventilation may contribute to the REM-associated
hypoxaemia observed in normal subjects and in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

The identification of patients with sleep-related disorders
of breathing and oxygenation' 2 has heightened interest in
breathing during sleep in both patients3-5 and normal
subjects.6 Although some of these events have a clear
relationship to EEG sleep stage, appreciable oxygen
desaturation occurring almost exclusively in rapid-eye-
movement (REM) sleep in chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease,245 there have been few studies7 8 of ventilation in
normal adult man during sleep with electroencephalo-
graphic documentation of sleep stage. In addition, minute
ventilation has never been measured during REM sleep in
adult man.

To try to understand the pathophysiology of these
sleep-related breathing abnormalities, we have compared
expired volumes and respiratory timing in normal adults
during wakefulness with those in the different elec-
troencephalographic stages of sleep.

Methods

Nineteen healthy adults were studied, eight men (mean
age 32-4 ± 1 8 (SEM) years) and 11 women (26-5 ± 1-3
years). None of the subjects was obese or had any sleep
complaints, and none was taking oral contraceptives or
any other medication. All subjects had resided for at least
six months in Denver (altitude 1600 m), where the studies
were performed. Each subject was a regular nocturnal
sleeper and all studies were performed between 10 pm and
7 am without prior sleep deprivation. Every subject gave
informed consent to the study, which had the approval of
the institute's human subject research committee.
Address for reprint requests: Dr Neil J Douglas, Department of Medicine,
Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh EH3 9YW

Expired volumes were measured with a specially
constructed fibreglass mask9 with built-in inspiratory and
expiratory valves, the system having a dead space of
70-85 ml (the amount depending on the subject's facial
structure). A perforated polyethylene catheter around the
circumference of the mask's face cushion was continuous-
ly sampled by an infrared analyser (Beckman LB2) set to
maximal gain. This system is capable of detecting an
expired leak of 1-2% when tested in closed circuit. We
report the results of those studies in which there was no
detectable leak throughout.

Expired flow was measured with a hot wire anemo-
meter (Therm-Systems Inc) calibrated against rotameters
traceable to the United States National Bureau of
Standards. End-tidal oxygen tension (Po2) was measured
by a fuelcell'0 and end-tidal carbon dioxide tension(P C 02)
by another infrared analyser (either Beckman LB2 or
Goddart Capnograph). End-tidal analysers were cali-
brated before each study against gas mixtures previously
analysed by the Scholander technique, "I and the calibra-
tions (which were checked at least every 90 minutes
during each night) were always found to be accurate to
within 1-5%. End-tidal concentrations and flows were
analysed breath by breath on a Nova 1200 computer.

Continuous recordings were made on a polygraph
recorder (Grass Model 78D) of the electoencephalogram
(by silver disc electrodes in the central and occipital
regions), electro-oculogram (by one electrode lateral to
each outer canthus and one near the nasion), and
electromyogram (by two submental electrodes). Sleep
stage was determined by standard criteria '2 and scored
every 15 seconds. As stages 3 and 4 tended to intermingle
and there was no difference between the breathing
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volumes or patterns between these stages their results
have been merged as "staged 3/4".

With the subjects lying in bed we recorded baseline
ventilation both before and after sleep during EEG-
confirmed wakefulness, and as there was no statistical
difference between the values obtained before and after
sleep these results have been combined to produce the
"awake" value. This value was then compared with the
mean result during each stage of sleep. Measurements
during sleep are quoted only if (a) the subject had been in
a stable sleep stage for at least two minutes; (b) there was
no sleep stage change, however brief, during the study;
and (c) there was no detectable leak throughout. These
studies were performed in conjunction with measure-
ments of hypoxic9 and hypercapnic ventilatory response
during sleep, but all data quoted were obtained when the
subjects had been breathing room air for at least 10
minutes.
One subject was studied on three nights, nine on two

nights, and nine on one night. No significant difference
was found in either respired volumes, breathing pattern,
or EEG sleep pattern between the first and subsequent
night's sleep in those studied on more than one night.
Results given represent 5 46 ± 0-46 minutes per subject
per sleep stage, with no significant difference between the
durations in wakefulness or the various stages of sleep.
The significance of changes observed between sleep

stages was assessed by two-way analysis of variance and
the Student-Newman-Keuls multiple-comparison test.'3
Differences between the sexes were assessed by Student's
unpaired two-tail t test. Results are given as means ±
standard errors.

Results

Minute ventilation was significantly lower in all stages of
sleep than in wakefulness (p < 0 05, fig 1), falling from
7-66 ± 0 34 1/min during wakefulness to 7-24 ± 0 39
1/min in stage 2 and 7 09 ± 0 39 1/min in stage 3/4. There
was no significant difference in the levels of ventilation in
non-REM sleep (stages 2 and 3/4) but there was a further
significant (p < 0-05) fall in REM sleep (6-46 ± 0-29
1/min), when minute ventilation was reduced to 84% of
the level during wakefulness. This reduction in ventilation
was due to a breathing pattern which, although slightly
more rapid during sleep (p < 0-05), was considerably
shallower in all stages of sleep than during wakefulness (p
< 0-05), with a significantly lower tidal volume in REM
than in stage 2 sleep (fig 1). Mean inspiratory flow rate
(VT/Ti), an index of inspiratory ventilatory drive, was
significantly lower in REM sleep than in either wakeful-
ness or non-REM sleep (p < 0-05) (fig 2). There was no
significant difference in the respiratory duty cycle,
Ti/ToT, between any stages (fig 2). The subjects were
significantly more hypoxic and hypercapnic in all stages
of sleep than during wakefulness (fig 3), with greater

changes during REM sleep than in stage 2 (p < 0'05).
There were no significant differences between the sexes
either in ventilation (corrected for body surface area) or in
end-tidal concentrations during any stage of sleep.

Breathing patterns tended to be regular in non-REM
sleep (fig 4), with two exceptions. Firstly, in all subjects
tidal volume tended to be variable in the first few minutes
after sleep onset and after any arousal. Secondly, in four
of the men such irregular breathing continued throughout
the initial one to four hours of non-REM sleep (fig 4) but
became regular in all cases thereafter. In all subjects the
breathing pattern in REM sleep was irregular throughout
the night (fig 4).
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Fig 1 Minute ventilation (iE), tidal volume (VT), and breathing
frequency (f) during wakefulness and different sleep stages. VE is
reduced in non-REM sleep, with afurther reduction in REM sleep
owing to shallower breathing (mean ± SEfor 19 subjects).
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Fig 2 inspiratorv drive (Vt/Ti) and respirator!' dut%' cscle ratio
(Ti/Trot7) during wakefulness and different sleep stages. V7/Ti is
reduced in REM sleep (mean ± SE in 19 subjects). x: p < 0-05 v
REM sleep.

Discussion

We have shown that normal people breathe more rapidly
and shallowly in all stages of sleep than during
wakefulness, the lowest mean tidal volume occurring in
REM sleep, when the depth of breathing was highly
variable. These changes resulted in lower expired
volumes in non-REM sleep than during wakefulness, with
a further appreciable reduction in ventilation during REM
sleep, which was associated with a parallel reduction in
inspiratory drive (VT/Ti).
Our results for non-REM sleep agree with those of

Bulow,7 who found a similar pattern of reduced ventila-
tion with rapid shallow breathing, and with those ofearlier
workers, 14 16 who while not recording an EEG observed
decreased ventilation during what was almost certainly
non-REM sleep. Duron8 found no difference between
ventilation during wakefulness and non-REM sleep, but
he studied only four subjects. Our findings of rapid
shallow breathing in REM sleep with a variable tidal
volume agree with those of Bulow7 and Duron,8 but
neither measured overall ventilation in REM sleep.
Bulow, however, noted that "ventilation in REM varied
around the same mean" as in drowsiness, when ventila-
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Fig 3 End-tidal Po2 (Pb, o,) andPc Or(P .-. no ) during
wakefulness and different sleep stages. Oxnygenation was lower
and carbon dioxide tension1 higher in stage 2 sleep thant duritg
wakefulness. withfurther changes in stage 3/4 andREM sleep.
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Fig 4 Examples ofthe usualpatterns ofbreathing in stage 2
(top left), stage 3, andREM sleep, showing the variable depth of
breathing inREM sleep. Infourmen ventilation tended to be
highly variable in stage 2 during thefirst halfofthe night (bottom
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tion was 13% lower than during wakefulness but was
higher than in stage 2 sleep. He does not state the number
of subjects on whom this observation was made.

In infants most studies' 7-19 have shown that breathing
is shallower in REM than non-REM sleep as in adults but
that, unlike in adults, the effect of this on overall
ventilation is more than offset by a considerable increase
in frequency, so that minute ventilation is higher in REM
sleep. Other studies in infants have shown no change in
tidal volume20 21 or frequency20 between REM and
non-REM sleep. Our results differ from these because of
maturity of ventilatory control, the respiratory pattern in
infants being very different from that in adults with
breathing frequencies of around 45/min in non-REM and
60/min in REM sleep. Tabachnik and colleagues22
recently found that in adolescents (mean age 15 years)
ventilation is 8% lower in non-REM sleep and 5% lower in
REM sleep than during wakefulness. The absence of a
reduction in ventilation between non-REM and REM
sleep in these subjects might reflect either their younger
age or the use of an inductive plethysmograph, as this
apparatus has not been quantitatively validated for the
accurate measurement of ventilation during sleep, when
changes may occur not only in the relative contributions
and phase relationships of chest and abdomen but also in
body posture. Animals differ from adult man in that
breathing becomes slower and deeper in non-REM sleep
and more rapid and shallow in REM.2>25 Overall,
ventilation is lower in non-REM sleep than during
wakefulneSS24 25 and in REM sleep is lower still in cats24
but increased in dogs25 owing to an appreciable increase in
frequency. These results are probably explained by
species differences between dog, cat, and man.
The reduction in minute ventilation during sleep

resulted in hypoxia and hypercapnia, as has previously
been shown in normal subjects,7 15 26 although these
earlier observations were made either without EEG
monitoring'5 26 or without differentiation between REM
and non-REM sleep. Although in this study ventilation
was lowest in REM sleep, no significant difference was
found between end-tidal levels in stage 3/4 and REM
sleep. This is probably because end-tidal levels during
REM sleep are variable owing to the variable tidal
volume, and are often spurious when very small breaths
are taken. Thus the choice of a single end-tidal level for
each REM study is an error-riddled oversimplification.
An alternative method of assessing the physiological

significance of the decrease in minute ventilation would
have been to record alveolar ventilation. Although this
was not measured in our study, if we calculate physiolo-
gical dead space,27 which is known not to vary between
sleep stages,7 and assume a mask dead space of 80 ml,
alveolar ventilation is found to be lower in all stages of
sleep than during wakefulness -the decreases being 19%
in stage 2, 26% in stage 3/4, and 39% in REM sleep. The
decrease in ventilation is accompanied by a significant

reduction in mean inspiratory flow rate (VT/Ti)28 in REM
sleep (fig 2), similar to a trend noticed by Remmers etal in
cats.23 In the absence of any evidence of increased
bronchoconstriction between non-REM and REM sleep
in adults,29 the hypoventilation in REM sleep is likely to
be due to decreased ventilatory drive rather than to
mechanical factors.
The increased respiratory frequency during sleep was

due to parallel significant decreases in inspiratory (Ti) and
expiratory (Te) times during sleep, these changes being
similar in all sleep stages. Thus the respiratory duty cycle
ratio (Ti/TToT)28 was unchanged by sleep. Such parallel
reductions in inspiratory and expiratory times also occur
during carbon dioxide rebreathing30 and may indicate
changes in the inspiratory "off-switch" sensitivity31
occurring in the brain stem during sleep.

The breathing pattern was predominantly regular in
non-REM sleep (fig 4) except for a few minutes after
arousal, when irregularity occurred in all subjects and for
much longer periods (one to four hours) during the first
half of the night in four of the men (fig 4, bottom right). In
these subjects the breathing pattern was grossly irregular,
the irregularity being associated with snoring in one
subject. As the sleep apnoea syndrome is also a condition
of men with grossly irregular breathing, particularly in
stage 2 sleep, and is often associated with snoring,
possibly these four subjects have a defect of respiratory
function, which if combined with obesity, with or without
other factors, might lead to development of the sleep
apnoea syndrome. Irregular breathing in REM sleep on
the other hand occurred throughout all REM periods in all
the men and women.

Despite previous suggestions that ventilation in sleep
might be different in men and women,6 we could find no
difference in the mean levels of ventilation or oxygenation
between the sexes in any sleep stage. This disparity is
perhaps due to the inclusion of obese men as normal
subjects in the previous study,6 these subjects contribut-
ing a large proportion of the " sleep-disordered breathing"
reported. Nevertheless, episodes of appreciable irregular
breathing such as we observed in four of the men might
account for a sex difference in "sleep-disordered breath-
ing," even though the mean levels of ventilation were the
same in both sexes.

This study shows that hypoventilation and resulting
hypoxia occur normally during sleep, particularly in
REM sleep. Thus the hypoxia and associated hypoventila-
tion during REM sleep previously reported in patients
with chronic bronchitis and emphysema2 4 5 32 and various
other disease states33 34 are merely normal phenomena.
These episodes are, however, almost certainly of con-
siderable clinical importance, contributing to the
development of pulmonary hypertension and secondary
polycythaemia in such patients.4
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